## CDLE and Pandemic UIB

There are different types of UIB:

- Regular UIB- laid off, not pandemic-related
- Pandemic UIB- PUA, PEUC
- $600 weekly bonus: FPUC

There are 2 different ways a client can receive FPUC payments:

- $600 in addition to their regular UIB payments.
- $600 in addition to their gig worker UIB (PUA) payment.

There are 2 different UIB systems currently that display different payments:

- CUBS: counties already have access to this and IEVS displays this info. CUBS displays Regular UIB, PEUC, and FPUC payments.
- PUA: no access currently; there is future project planned that will allow CBMS to display payments from this system.

---

## Data Entry and Reporting Requirement Guidance

*There will be no alerts to notify workers if a client is receiving one of the pandemic UIB Types*

### CW/AF

**Application or RRR**

- CUBS/DOLE, IEVS and PUA interface must be checked at application and RRR to verify income.
- For AF and CW, UIB is considered verified upon receipt and the date of the change should be the date the information is reported to the county through an interface. If income is discovered it must be added to CBMS appropriately.

**Reported Mid Certification**

- The income should be entered into CBMS and the CW or AF use months will use the income when it is appropriate.

### SNAP

**Application, RRR, or PR**

- At application, RRR, and PR: CUBS/DOLE, IEVS, and PUA interface must be checked for any SNAP household member older than 16 years of age.
- If income is discovered, it must be added to CBMS.

**Reported Mid Certification**

- Use CUBS/DOLE/PUA interface but these changes cannot be considered VUR unless there is also an IEVS hit.
- If this income cannot be considered VUR for SNAP per program rules, the county will need to adjust FA Use Months to ensure the income counts correctly in CBMS at next RRR.

### Medical Assistance

**Application or RRR**

- The worker will need to request verification in order to appropriately enter the income into CBMS.

**Reported Mid Certification**

- The income should be entered into CBMS and the system will count it when it is appropriate. The case will continue to force pass during the public health emergency.
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**CW/AF**

**Not Reported Mid Certification**
- The changes should not be entered until the next RRR and may result in a claim.
- For AF and CW if the income is reported through the DOLE UIB screen it is considered VUR and can be acted upon with no further verification from the client.
- The date of the change should be the date the information is reported to the county through an interface.
- The county department shall act on these changes within ten (10) calendar days of the date of the change.

**SNAP**

**Not Reported Mid Certification**
- Counties should enter the information they have and ensure CBMS is applying it correctly per program rules.
- UIB that is not considered VUR (in DOLE/CUBS but no IEVS hit) would be entered in CBMS and FA Use Months pushed out to RRR.
- All UIB must be verified from DOLE/CUBS/PUA and IEVS.

**Medical Assistance**

**Not Reported Mid Certification**
- If these income types are not declared by the member, the worker would not need to take any other action for MA.
- The case will continue to force pass during the public health emergency.

Additional information can be found in these desk aids, located on TrainColorado in the document library:

*Economic Stimulus Infographic*

*Student Eligibility for Food Assistance in the COVID-19 Pandemic*
This is what you can expect to see in CUBS, as well as how you identify FPUC.

Screenshot #1: Information the eligibility worker currently sees on the DOLE screen.

Screenshot #2: Location in the DOLE system in which you will find the $600 FPUC payments. Note: this is a CUBS manual payment.